New Students to Receive Housing Results via E-mail

Did you just see that?
Call The Tech news hotline!
253-1541

"Why do I like The Coop?
Good selection, good quality, good service."
Christopher Lock
Student

"The values are terrific!"
Grace Wolfson
Student

Everyone is Talking About
THE COOP

More Than Just a Bookstore!

Here's To The Class of '98
Welcome To Cambridge & To The Coop!

Make The Coop your shopping headquarters for back-to-school time, or anytime. Our Every Day Value Prices apply to almost everything you'll need on campus and off. Save on clothing and accessories, computers and electronics, stationery and school supplies, prints and music, and all the housewares necessary to furnish your dorm or apartment with style, quality and value. Oh yes, we also have all the text and reference books you'll need for class.

The Coop, we're here for you, just as we've been here for students since 1882.